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We propose and analyze a mechanism for rectification of spin transport through a small junction
between two spin baths or leads. For interacting baths we show that transport is conditioned
on the spacial asymmetry of the quantum junction mediating the transport, and attribute this
behavior to a gapped spectral structure of the lead-system-lead configuration. For non-interacting
leads a minimal quantum model that allows for spin rectification requires an interface of only two
interacting two-level systems. In our work we have performed a thorough study of the current
including its time dependence and steady state value. We obtain approximate results with a weak-
coupling Born-master-equation in excellent agreement with matrix-product-state calculations that
are extrapolated in time by mimicking absorbing boundary conditions. These results should be
observable in controlled spin systems realized with cold atoms, trapped ions, or in electrons in
quantum dot arrays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experimental developments in solid state and
atomic physics have opened opportunities to explore
properties of quantum transport in and out of equilib-
rium 1–7. One important element of quantum transport
is the possibility to generate rectification of currents, or
non-reciprocal transport, that is, currents whose mag-
nitude depend on the bias direction. Such phenomena
may arise from asymmetry and nonlinearity in the un-
derlying dynamics – on a quantum mechanical level, ef-
fective nonlinearity is associated with interactions be-
tween particles8. In recent years, the study and design
of systems that rectify transport has continuously ex-
panded into the quantum regime, for example in optical
systems9–25 and spin models26–40. Most of the recent
literature has focused on phenomenological Markovian
baths that drive the system of interest and spin rectifica-
tion was demonstrated for XXZ systems with asymmetric
coupling along the Z axis32,33,37. The ZZ couplings cor-
respond to density-density interactions as system can be
mapped to spin-less interacting fermions. The presence
of such interactions is believed to be paramount for the
presence of rectification of the spin current.
In this work we address the problem of controlling
transport between two many-body systems. In this set-
ting non-markovian effects41–48 are naturally expected.
We adopt an open system approach beyond the Markov
approximation to analyze a nonequilibrium many-body
problem. Two interacting leads modeled as XXZ spin
chains are coupled by a small interface, the open system,
as depicted in Fig. 1-a). For a non-interacting interface,
we present a mechanism for rectification of spin currents,
which arises from the spectral structure of the leads (see
Fig. 1-d)). We also show that for structureless leads a
non-interacting system is fully reciprocal in agreement
with the previous literature. Conversely, for structureless
baths a minimal model allowing for efficient rectification
requires a junction of two interacting spins.
Before addressing rectification of the spin current, we
establish the accuracy and efficiency of the open sys-
tem approach and show that the (non-Markovian) Born
weak-coupling master equation governing the dynamics
of the small junction is in excellent agreement with ma-
trix product state (MPS) simulations of the global dy-
namics. The sudden connection between system and
leads generates two light-cones, a weak and fast moving
cone and a strong and slow moving cone. As a byprod-
uct we extend MPS simulations by mimicking absorb-
ing boundaries that dissipate the weak light-cone. The
Born equation is determined by the first order correla-
tions of the leads, which decay as power-laws in XXZ
spin chains49,50. Since such slow decay is a generic fea-
ture of many-body systems51, the effects reported here
could be observed in a variety of difference systems, in-
cluding trapped atoms1–3, ions4,5, and superconducting
leads coupled to quantum dots6,7,52.
II. MODEL AND TRANSPORT
We first discuss the general transport properties. As
depicted in Fig. 1-a), we consider left and right leads
coupled to an interface with a coupling Hamiltonian given
by









where BL(R) are left (right) bath operators at the junc-
tion coupled with the corresponding system operators
SL(R). The system-bath coupling strength γ is assumed
to be small compared to the system’s and baths’ fre-
2HS
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<latexit sha1_base64="RrqZP+H KwvgrETJEI/ncYRpCee0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgF e5E0DJok8IiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+G Hi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw 6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg/1/l2/X HGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24QiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjO uRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1U wyv/UyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55 VXSuqh6btW7v6zUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDerQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935W LQWnHzmGP7A+fwB622Niw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrqZP+H KwvgrETJEI/ncYRpCee0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgF e5E0DJok8IiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+G Hi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw 6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg/1/l2/X HGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24QiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjO uRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1U wyv/UyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55 VXSuqh6btW7v6zUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDerQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935W LQWnHzmGP7A+fwB622Niw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrqZP+H KwvgrETJEI/ncYRpCee0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgF e5E0DJok8IiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+G Hi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw 6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg/1/l2/X HGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24QiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjO uRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1U wyv/UyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55 VXSuqh6btW7v6zUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDerQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935W LQWnHzmGP7A+fwB622Niw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrqZP+H KwvgrETJEI/ncYRpCee0=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgF e5E0DJok8IiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+G Hi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw 6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg/1/l2/X HGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24QiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjO uRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1U wyv/UyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55 VXSuqh6btW7v6zUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDerQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935W LQWnHzmGP7A+fwB622Niw==</latexit>
HR
<latexit sha1_base64="mpLLsGEbmJlbiXo7uZI9kNcwiL0=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeglxzjIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHur9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Wand5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIa1KEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP0hY2R</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="mpLLsGEbmJlbiXo7uZI9kNcwiL0=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeglxzjIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHur9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Wand5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIa1KEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP0hY2R</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="mpLLsGEbmJlbiXo7uZI9kNcwiL0=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeglxzjIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHur9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Wand5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIa1KEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP0hY2R</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="mpLLsGEbmJlbiXo7uZI9kNcwiL0=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeglxzjIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHur9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Wand5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIa1KEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP0hY2R</latexit >
VL
<latexit sha1_base64="1lT3Y1k7P3xUvgnMnK7aX45eSVg=">AAAB6 nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiGXQxsIiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3id mlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9mfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg+t/l2/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24Q iapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjOuRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1Uwyv/EyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc 4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btW7v6zUr/M4inACp3AOHtSgDrfQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBANCNmQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="1lT3Y1k7P3xUvgnMnK7aX45eSVg=">AAAB6 nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiGXQxsIiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3id mlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9mfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg+t/l2/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24Q iapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjOuRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1Uwyv/EyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc 4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btW7v6zUr/M4inACp3AOHtSgDrfQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBANCNmQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="1lT3Y1k7P3xUvgnMnK7aX45eSVg=">AAAB6 nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiGXQxsIiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3id mlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9mfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg+t/l2/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24Q iapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjOuRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1Uwyv/EyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc 4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btW7v6zUr/M4inACp3AOHtSgDrfQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBANCNmQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="1lT3Y1k7P3xUvgnMnK7aX45eSVg=">AAAB6 nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiGXQxsIiovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3id mlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9mfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg+t/l2/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24Q iapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjOuRdSxWNuPGz+alTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1Uwyv/EyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TQZCc 4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnadEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btW7v6zUr/M4inACp3AOHtSgDrfQgCYwGMIzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBANCNmQ==</lat exit>
VR
<latexit sha1_base64="OisOgyB6oNADLBR72bsNn8UOmzs=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHlr9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Walf53EU4QRO4Rw8qEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMJ6I2f</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OisOgyB6oNADLBR72bsNn8UOmzs=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHlr9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Walf53EU4QRO4Rw8qEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMJ6I2f</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OisOgyB6oNADLBR72bsNn8UOmzs=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHlr9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Walf53EU4QRO4Rw8qEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMJ6I2f</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OisOgyB6oNADLBR72bsNn8UOmzs=">AAAB6 nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx7jIw9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHlr9+3654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFT FJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmD OXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqnd3Walf53EU4QRO4Rw8qEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMJ6I2f</latexit >
··
·
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>
··
·
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit> ··
·
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>
··
·
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>
JS
<latexit sha1_base64="RUL4i+rCueeNjDd3jWjYdWqxAyU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0 lE0GPRi3iq1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+o1+uuFV3Dr JKvJxUIEe9X/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5V e/hslK7yeMowgmcwjl4cAU1uIM6NIHBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/5FY2U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUL4i+rCueeNjDd3jWjYdWqxAyU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0 lE0GPRi3iq1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+o1+uuFV3Dr JKvJxUIEe9X/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5V e/hslK7yeMowgmcwjl4cAU1uIM6NIHBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/5FY2U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUL4i+rCueeNjDd3jWjYdWqxAyU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0 lE0GPRi3iq1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+o1+uuFV3Dr JKvJxUIEe9X/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5V e/hslK7yeMowgmcwjl4cAU1uIM6NIHBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/5FY2U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUL4i+rCueeNjDd3jWjYdWqxAyU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0 lE0GPRi3iq1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+o1+uuFV3Dr JKvJxUIEe9X/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5V e/hslK7yeMowgmcwjl4cAU1uIM6NIHBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/5FY2U</latexit>
} 
<latexit sha1_base64="5oA54UHcGL66svBU3eci1OK6jvU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx4r2FpoQtlsJ+3SzSbub oQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+grZNMMWyxRCSqE1KNgktsGW4EdlKFNA4FPoSj66n/8IRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOljj/xb1AY2qvW3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZq375/YRlMUrDBNW667mpCXKqDGcCJxU/05hSNqID7FoqaYw6yGf3TsiJVfokSpQta chM/T2R01jrcRzazpiaoV70puJ/Xjcz0WWQc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCps+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxEFRuCt/jyMmmf1T237t2d1xpXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqABt9CEFjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QP4z4/p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5oA54UHcGL66svBU3eci1OK6jvU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx4r2FpoQtlsJ+3SzSbub oQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+grZNMMWyxRCSqE1KNgktsGW4EdlKFNA4FPoSj66n/8IRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOljj/xb1AY2qvW3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZq375/YRlMUrDBNW667mpCXKqDGcCJxU/05hSNqID7FoqaYw6yGf3TsiJVfokSpQta chM/T2R01jrcRzazpiaoV70puJ/Xjcz0WWQc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCps+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxEFRuCt/jyMmmf1T237t2d1xpXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqABt9CEFjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QP4z4/p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5oA54UHcGL66svBU3eci1OK6jvU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx4r2FpoQtlsJ+3SzSbub oQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+grZNMMWyxRCSqE1KNgktsGW4EdlKFNA4FPoSj66n/8IRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOljj/xb1AY2qvW3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZq375/YRlMUrDBNW667mpCXKqDGcCJxU/05hSNqID7FoqaYw6yGf3TsiJVfokSpQta chM/T2R01jrcRzazpiaoV70puJ/Xjcz0WWQc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCps+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxEFRuCt/jyMmmf1T237t2d1xpXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqABt9CEFjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QP4z4/p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5oA54UHcGL66svBU3eci1OK6jvU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx4r2FpoQtlsJ+3SzSbub oQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+grZNMMWyxRCSqE1KNgktsGW4EdlKFNA4FPoSj66n/8IRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOljj/xb1AY2qvW3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZq375/YRlMUrDBNW667mpCXKqDGcCJxU/05hSNqID7FoqaYw6yGf3TsiJVfokSpQta chM/T2R01jrcRzazpiaoV70puJ/Xjcz0WWQc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCps+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxEFRuCt/jyMmmf1T237t2d1xpXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqABt9CEFjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QP4z4/p</latexit>}  
<latexit sha1_base64="7+OV2ezaXkQyeyhAa7aK7i7MxIU=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FPXisYD+kCWWz3bZLN5uwO xFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4upn6rSeujYjVA44THkR0oERfMIpWevQnZ/4tl0i75YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1LvlL78XszTiCpmkxnQ8N8EgoxoFk3xS8lPDE8pGdMA7lioacRNks4Mn5MQqPdKPt S2FZKb+nshoZMw4Cm1nRHFoFr2p+J/XSbF/FWRCJSlyxeaL+qkkGJPp96QnNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzahkQ/AWX14mzfOq51a9+4tK7TqPowhHcAyn4MEl1OAO6tAABhE8wyu8Odp5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8fY+uQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+OV2ezaXkQyeyhAa7aK7i7MxIU=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FPXisYD+kCWWz3bZLN5uwO xFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4upn6rSeujYjVA44THkR0oERfMIpWevQnZ/4tl0i75YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1LvlL78XszTiCpmkxnQ8N8EgoxoFk3xS8lPDE8pGdMA7lioacRNks4Mn5MQqPdKPt S2FZKb+nshoZMw4Cm1nRHFoFr2p+J/XSbF/FWRCJSlyxeaL+qkkGJPp96QnNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzahkQ/AWX14mzfOq51a9+4tK7TqPowhHcAyn4MEl1OAO6tAABhE8wyu8Odp5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8fY+uQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+OV2ezaXkQyeyhAa7aK7i7MxIU=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FPXisYD+kCWWz3bZLN5uwO xFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4upn6rSeujYjVA44THkR0oERfMIpWevQnZ/4tl0i75YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1LvlL78XszTiCpmkxnQ8N8EgoxoFk3xS8lPDE8pGdMA7lioacRNks4Mn5MQqPdKPt S2FZKb+nshoZMw4Cm1nRHFoFr2p+J/XSbF/FWRCJSlyxeaL+qkkGJPp96QnNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzahkQ/AWX14mzfOq51a9+4tK7TqPowhHcAyn4MEl1OAO6tAABhE8wyu8Odp5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8fY+uQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+OV2ezaXkQyeyhAa7aK7i7MxIU=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FPXisYD+kCWWz3bZLN5uwO xFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4upn6rSeujYjVA44THkR0oERfMIpWevQnZ/4tl0i75YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1LvlL78XszTiCpmkxnQ8N8EgoxoFk3xS8lPDE8pGdMA7lioacRNks4Mn5MQqPdKPt S2FZKb+nshoZMw4Cm1nRHFoFr2p+J/XSbF/FWRCJSlyxeaL+qkkGJPp96QnNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzahkQ/AWX14mzfOq51a9+4tK7TqPowhHcAyn4MEl1OAO6tAABhE8wyu8Odp5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8fY+uQIA==</latexit>
a)
<latexit sha1_base64="43Y/ehq 9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHuhFv1xxq +4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkX UsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr /1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0 rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoL Tj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/ehq 9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHuhFv1xxq +4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkX UsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr /1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0 rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoL Tj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/ehq 9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHuhFv1xxq +4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkX UsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr /1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0 rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoL Tj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/ehq 9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHuhFv1xxq +4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkX UsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr /1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0 rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoL Tj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit>
b)
<latexit sha1_base64="SjV9+Sa x/BSEuWjlDOBqf7DXsTE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHoKLfrniV t05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu 5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYX vuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surp HVZ9dyqd1+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRW nDymWP4A+fzByhajRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SjV9+Sa x/BSEuWjlDOBqf7DXsTE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHoKLfrniV t05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu 5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYX vuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surp HVZ9dyqd1+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRW nDymWP4A+fzByhajRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SjV9+Sa x/BSEuWjlDOBqf7DXsTE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHoKLfrniV t05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu 5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYX vuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surp HVZ9dyqd1+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRW nDymWP4A+fzByhajRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SjV9+Sa x/BSEuWjlDOBqf7DXsTE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBL yWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8 Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS 6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHoKLfrniV t05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu 5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYX vuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surp HVZ9dyqd1+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRW nDymWP4A+fzByhajRk=</latexit>
c)
<latexit sha1_base64="fC/TZ6WoVlek7zOkUANrFCWQ06M=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHthFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImq TFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGc mIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AynfjRo=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fC/TZ6WoVlek7zOkUANrFCWQ06M=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHthFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImq TFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGc mIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AynfjRo=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fC/TZ6WoVlek7zOkUANrFCWQ06M=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHthFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImq TFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGc mIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AynfjRo=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fC/TZ6WoVlek7zOkUANrFCWQ06M=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0 s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHthFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImq TFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmWVvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGc mIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AynfjRo=</latexit >
d)
<latexit sha1_base64="15mtTeHBZj cDKI8/swIKlmsKZYY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyURQY9FLx6 rWFtoQ9lsNu3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O 6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3Uz9 9hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKV7sOzfrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1+9asXJiyLuUImqTF dz03Rz6lGwSSfVHqZ4SllIzrgXUsVjbnx89mlE3JilZBEibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx 4HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zuhlGV34uVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yah0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOG NpyKDcFbfHmZPJ7XPbfu3V3UGtdFHGU4gmM4BQ8uoQG30IQWMIjgGV7hzRk5L86 78zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5AytkjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="15mtTeHBZj cDKI8/swIKlmsKZYY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyURQY9FLx6 rWFtoQ9lsNu3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O 6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3Uz9 9hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKV7sOzfrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1+9asXJiyLuUImqTF dz03Rz6lGwSSfVHqZ4SllIzrgXUsVjbnx89mlE3JilZBEibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx 4HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zuhlGV34uVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yah0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOG NpyKDcFbfHmZPJ7XPbfu3V3UGtdFHGU4gmM4BQ8uoQG30IQWMIjgGV7hzRk5L86 78zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5AytkjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="15mtTeHBZj cDKI8/swIKlmsKZYY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyURQY9FLx6 rWFtoQ9lsNu3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O 6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3Uz9 9hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKV7sOzfrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1+9asXJiyLuUImqTF dz03Rz6lGwSSfVHqZ4SllIzrgXUsVjbnx89mlE3JilZBEibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx 4HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zuhlGV34uVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yah0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOG NpyKDcFbfHmZPJ7XPbfu3V3UGtdFHGU4gmM4BQ8uoQG30IQWMIjgGV7hzRk5L86 78zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5AytkjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="15mtTeHBZj cDKI8/swIKlmsKZYY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBLyURQY9FLx6 rWFtoQ9lsNu3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O 6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3EgeTsY3Uz9 9hPXRiTqAccp92M6UCISjKKV7sOzfrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1+9asXJiyLuUImqTF dz03Rz6lGwSSfVHqZ4SllIzrgXUsVjbnx89mlE3JilZBEibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx 4HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zuhlGV34uVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yah0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOG NpyKDcFbfHmZPJ7XPbfu3V3UGtdFHGU4gmM4BQ8uoQG30IQWMIjgGV7hzRk5L86 78zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5AytkjRs=</latexit>






<latexit sha1_base64="MSwHMKoQ2X77d6Tm1sj8P2VgTlM=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+OaW19Y3N rfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1kmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5nfudR1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5zUF+PxtUa27dXYD8JV5BalCgNah+ 9ocJy2KUhgmqdc9zUxPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnqaQx6iBfHDsjZ1YZkihRtqQhC/XnRE5jradxaDtjasZ61ZuL/3m9zETXQc5lmhmUbLkoy gQxCZl/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx+VRsCN7qy39J+6LuuXXv7rLWuCniKMMJnMI5eHAFDWhCC3xgwOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1tLTjFzDL/gfH wDunCOng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSwHMKoQ2X77d6Tm1sj8P2VgTlM=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+OaW19Y3N rfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1kmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5nfudR1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5zUF+PxtUa27dXYD8JV5BalCgNah+ 9ocJy2KUhgmqdc9zUxPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnqaQx6iBfHDsjZ1YZkihRtqQhC/XnRE5jradxaDtjasZ61ZuL/3m9zETXQc5lmhmUbLkoy gQxCZl/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx+VRsCN7qy39J+6LuuXXv7rLWuCniKMMJnMI5eHAFDWhCC3xgwOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1tLTjFzDL/gfH wDunCOng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSwHMKoQ2X77d6Tm1sj8P2VgTlM=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+OaW19Y3N rfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1kmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5nfudR1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5zUF+PxtUa27dXYD8JV5BalCgNah+ 9ocJy2KUhgmqdc9zUxPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnqaQx6iBfHDsjZ1YZkihRtqQhC/XnRE5jradxaDtjasZ61ZuL/3m9zETXQc5lmhmUbLkoy gQxCZl/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx+VRsCN7qy39J+6LuuXXv7rLWuCniKMMJnMI5eHAFDWhCC3xgwOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1tLTjFzDL/gfH wDunCOng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSwHMKoQ2X77d6Tm1sj8P2VgTlM=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+OaW19Y3N rfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1kmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5nfudR1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5zUF+PxtUa27dXYD8JV5BalCgNah+ 9ocJy2KUhgmqdc9zUxPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnqaQx6iBfHDsjZ1YZkihRtqQhC/XnRE5jradxaDtjasZ61ZuL/3m9zETXQc5lmhmUbLkoy gQxCZl/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx+VRsCN7qy39J+6LuuXXv7rLWuCniKMMJnMI5eHAFDWhCC3xgwOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1tLTjFzDL/gfH wDunCOng==</latexit>
<latexit sha1_base64="43Y/eh q9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB ZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYH bX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx 1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVH uhFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp 4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmW VvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z 2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7 hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/eh q9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB ZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYH bX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx 1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVH uhFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp 4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmW VvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z 2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7 hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/eh q9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB ZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYH bX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx 1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVH uhFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp 4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmW VvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z 2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7 hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43Y/eh q9YSwowZbdVpPClCER8Ks=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB ZBLyWRgh6LXjxWsR/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYH bX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx 1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVH uhFv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp 4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/mlU3JmlQEJY21LIZmrvycyGhkziQLbGVEcmW VvJv7ndVMMr/1MqCRFrthiUZhKgjGZvU0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z 2nBKNgRv+eVV0rqsem7Vu69V6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7 hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5AybVjRg=</latexit>
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FIG. 1. a) Representation of bath-system-bath coupling and
effective evolution of the central interface that depends on its
past history and time correlations of the bath. b) The system-
lead state |Ψ〉 depicted as a matrix-product-state reflecting
the corresponding Hamiltonian structure of bulk-coupling. c)
The small asymmetric interface between the leads is repre-
sented as a two qubit structure. d) The system-bath asymp-
totic nonequilibrium spectral function AΠ(ω) under the Born
approximation for different Jz couplings showing the spectral
structure of the bath with a gap around ω = 0 for certain
regimes in the limit HS  HB (JS , γ = 0.01J).
quency scales. The global dynamics are then governed
by ρ˙SB = −i[HS + HB + V, ρSB ], with HS the system
Hamiltonian and HB = HL + HR the sum of left and
right lead Hamiltonians.
In an interaction picture we define V˜ (t) =
eiH0tV e−iH0t, with H0 = HS +HB dictating the dynam-
ics of the combined system-bath density matrix ρ˜SB . A
system operator O (that commutes with HS for simplic-
ity) follows a continuity Heisenberg-equation from which






L = i[VL, O]. Its average value may




















in which we have eliminated the first order term for con-
venience (this is exact for the cases we address here).
A similar expression follows for the current at the right
junction. Note that (2) is exact and requires solving
the system-bath many-body dynamics since 〈· · · 〉t′ =
tr{· · · ρSB(t′)}. We will focus on 1/2-spin transport such















in terms of the nonequilibrium two-particle retarded-
Green’s function53
ΠL(t, t







− B˜†L(t)B˜L(t′)S˜L(t)S˜†L(t′) + B˜L(t)B˜†R(t′)S˜†L(t)S˜R(t′)




The total average current flowing through the system is




with the total Green’s function Π = [ΠL − ΠR]/2. The
asymptotic current can be expressed as













where we have defined the joint nonequilibrium spectral
function as AΠ(ω) = −Im {Π(ω)} with Π(ω) being the
Fourier transform of Π(∞, t′) (in practice the asymptotic
behavior is captured by Π(t′+∞,∞)). Therefore, AΠ(0)
plays a similar role to a generalized zero frequency con-
ductivity.
III. WEAK-COUPLING APPROXIMATIONS
So far, the expressions derived for the current are ex-
act. However, in order to proceed further it is conve-
nient to consider approximations to the global system-
bath state. One possibility is to use the Kubo approxi-
mation53–56, which assumes that the weak-perturbation
only causes a small change in the global system-bath
state ρ˜SB(t) ≈ ρ˜SB(0) + γf(t). Although this is a
good approach for the state of the baths, it can be
a poor approximation for the state of the small inter-
face. The Born ansatz takes this into account and
allows the system to evolve by considering that the
global state is ρ˜SB(t) ≈ ρ˜S(t) ⊗ [ρ˜B(0) + γf(t)]. With
Kubo’s linear response theory53–56 the quantum aver-
age in (4) is substituted by 〈· · · 〉00 = tr{· · · ρSB(0)}.
Similarly, with the Born ansatz the average becomes
〈· · · 〉t′0 = tr{· · · ρ˜(t′)⊗ρB(0)}. These approximations as-
sume that terms of order higher then γ2 can be neglected.
Also note that the Kubo approximation to the Green
function (4) factors the first term (for example) into
〈B˜L(t)B˜†L(t′)〉0〈S˜†L(t)S˜L(t′)〉0, while the Born approxi-
mation leads to 〈B˜L(t)B˜†L(t′)〉0〈S˜†L(t)S˜L(t′)〉t′ . Both ap-
proximations neglect correlations between system and
bath, but also the correlations that emerge between dif-
ferent baths mediated by the system. Thus, the last two
terms of (4) are dropped57.
With the Born ansatz, tracing over the bath degrees
of freedom we may compute the evolution for the system
state58,59. Dropping the subindex for the system state





























FIG. 2. Currents at each bond in one of the leads with-
out (top-left) and with (top-right) absorbing boundaries for
Jz = J , J
system
z = 0 and JS = ∆ = γ = 0.01J . Reflec-
tion from the boundaries are suppressed in the right panel.
(Bottom-Left) The MPS, Kubo and Born spin currents as
a function of time at the Heisenberg point J = Jbathz . The
dark-dashed line corresponds to (15) and the light-dashed line
to (17). (Bottom-Right) The corresponding asymptotic cur-
rents. Parameters are Jsystemz = 0 and JS = ∆ = γ = 0.01J .














− 〈B˜†i (t)B˜i(t′)〉S˜†i (t′)ρ˜(t′)S˜i(t) + h.c.
]
, (6)
with the bath correlations dictating the dynamics of the
system with memory effects as illustrated in Fig. 1-a).
Computing the long time evolution of the system state
via (6) can still be time consuming due to the integral-
differential nature of the equation of motion and the show
power-law decay of bath correlations. An exact Red-
field master equation can be derived directly targeting
the Born steady state (see appendix). A phenomenolog-
ical approach that leads to a Lindblad form60–63 can be
used far away from the spectral gap.
IV. EXAMPLE OF AN XXZ BATH
.
We consider the leads (left and right) to be both de-






















with Zr = σ
†
rσr − σrσ†r, with σr = |0〉r〈1|r and J and Jz
the coupling strengths.
The interface system is composed by two coupled








where ∆ is the relative detuning between the spins. As
shown in Fig. 1-b), the left (right) system spin couples
to a single spin of the left (right) lead. This is described
with a Hamiltonian of the form (1) with SL(R) = σL(R)
and BL(R) = σ
L(R)
0 .
We analyze a nonequilibrium protocol in which the left
(−) and right (+) leads are prepared at zero tempera-
ture with a large bias ±∑r µZr added to their respective
Hamiltonians while the system is initially prepared in an
arbitrary state. Thus a global product state between the
system and the leads is prepared with the leads oppo-
sitely maximally polarized. Then the bias is turned off
and the global system is allowed to evolve generating spin
currents. The infinite bias limit also allows us to obtain
analytical results. The infinite bias also probes the sys-
tem in a highly nonlinear regime prone to present rectifi-
cation. Both the currents and rectification would vanish
as the bias goes to zero. The system behaves effectively
linearly at low bias as it maps to a Luttinger liquid. In
this case the basic ingredient for rectification is absent.
Here, we focus on the maximally biased case and we did
not include any analysis for low bias that deviates from
the central case study.
In the infinite bias limit, analytic results can be drawn
under the first-order Holstein-Primakoff transformation
for the baths64 Z
L(R)
r = 2[1 − aL(R)†r aL(R)r ] and σL(R)r =
−√2aL(R)†r . Under this approximation, the Hamiltonian














The corresponding correlation function obeys
〈B†L(t)BL(0)〉 = ei4J
bath
z tJ0(4Jt), with J0 being the
zeroth-order Bessel function. This result was confirmed
by exact MPS simulations (see appendix).












FIG. 3. Analytical Kubo results for the short time response.
(Left) The joint spectral function. (Upper-right) The rectifi-
cation factor and (lower-right) the diode factor. Parameters
are Jz = J .





= iγ2[(4Jz + ω + i0
+)2 − (4J)2]−1/2, (10)
for each system transition of energy ω. The decay rate
may diverge, for example at ω = 0 and Jz = J which
could invalidate the perturbative approximation65. The
divergence can be avoided by slightly detuning the sys-
tem away from the singularity. For the particular case
addressed here, all transitions with ω = E′ − E = 0
(HS |E〉 = E|E〉) are forbidden due to the symmetry
〈E′|Si|E〉 = 0, thus ensuring the validity of the pertur-
bative approach even at singular points.
V. ABSORBING BOUNDARIES
Using matrix-product-state simulations represented in
Fig. 1-b), similar to66–76, we find that the resulting dy-
namics are in great agreement with master equation for
weak coupling. However, such regime produces very
slow system relaxation that demands very large leads to
prevent boundary reflections, rendering the simulations
quickly unfeasible. To prevent this, we incorporate dis-
sipation mechanisms in the baths mimicking absorbing
boundary conditions (see appendix). This allows for a
considerable extension of the time scales reachable by
MPS simulations. The current-light-cones in the leads
with and without the absorbing boundaries are compared
in Fig. 2.
VI. CURRENTS, SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS AND
RECTIFICATION
When the system Hamiltonian is a small perturbation
(the limit HS → 0) the transport is largely governed
by the physics of the bath. Generically, we expect bal-
listic transport for Jz < J with non zero asymptotic
currents, while diffusive or insulating behaviour is ex-
pected for Jz > J with vanishing asymptotic currents. If
HS = 0, the zero frequency spectral function follows the
bath spectral function and we have AΠ ≈ AXXZ with
AXXZ(ω = 0) = Re{[2pi(J2 − J2z )]−1/2}/2, (11)
for µ J which is shown in Fig. 2. Thus I(∞) increases
with J
(bath)
z up to the Heisenberg point and then sud-
denly vanishes for J
(bath)
z > J with the gap opening of
AXXZ(ω) around ω = 0. In Fig. 1-d) we show the full
system-bath asymptotic nonequilibrium spectral function
AΠ(ω) under the Born approximation with the gap open-
ing for J
(bath)
z > J in agreement with the above analysis
for the bath spectral function.
In Fig. 2 we compare the different approximations to
the current. The MPS simulation shows an initial cur-
rent burst that is also captured by the Kubo and Born
approaches. The relaxation of the system state after this
burst is captured by the Born approach while ignored by
Kubo. Although reliable, the Born evolution is time con-
suming. The steady state properties are then captured
by the long time limit of the Born equation (dark dashed
line)which amounts to a single algebraic equation to be
solved (appendix). The long time currents are shown
in Fig. 2 in agreement with the qualitative analysis of
AXXZ . The discrepancy between Kubo and the Born
steady state results is significant whenever the currents
are finite and is more drastic at the Heisenberg point, in
which the spectral function is far from constant.
The asymmetry parameter ∆ of the system interface
can induce non-reciprocal currents. To analyze this, we
define the rectification associated to the total spin trans-
ported
R∆(T ) =
I∆(T )− I−∆(T )
I∆(T ) + I−∆(T )
, (12)






′)dt′ corresponds to the aver-
age current at a given asymmetry ∆. There is usually
a trade-off between the rectification factor and the cur-
rent, in the sense that increasing the asymmetry might
lead to higher R, however it usually also decreases the
current since the sites become more and more out of
tune9–11. Thus as a last definition we have the diode
factor D∆ = Isign(R∆)∆R∆ that captures this trade off
and provides an overall fraction of the current that is
rectified.
As seen in Fig. 2 the simple Kubo approach provides
an effective upper bound for the current, allowing for
a qualitative description of the rectification mechanism.
Analyzing the Kubo version of AΠ at zero frequency and
at the Heisenberg point we have a simple expression for
the rectification factor
RKubo∆ (t ≈ 1/γ) = ∆[J2S + ∆2]−1/2, (13)
for JS ,∆  J = Jz  µ. In Fig. 3 we show that AΠ(0)
is asymmetric with respect to ∆. In the perturbative
















FIG. 4. Asymptotic Born results for the diode factor for (left)
a non-interacting system with interacting leads and (right) an
interacting-system with non-interacting leads. We set ∆ =
JS .
limit JS → 0, a positive ∆ leads to a gapless spectral
function, while a negative ∆ leads to the open gap yield-
ing perfect rectification R = 1. A finite JS leads to a
smooth crossover in AΠ while still presenting finite rec-
tification. In Fig 3 we also show the high rectification
factor and the diode factor accounting for the trade off
between asymmetry and total output current.
The Kubo results are very accurate for short times,
however, for long times we have to resort to the Born
approach in Fig. 4. For weak system Hamiltonian a rec-
tification peak manifests just before the Heisenberg point
(before the gap opening) as expected by the Kubo anal-
ysis (left panel of Fig. 4). Increasing the magnitude of
the system Hamiltonian shifts this peak towards lower
bath-interactions indicating that the global spectral gap
is shifted by the system Hamiltonian. Higher currents
flow from the spin with positive frequency to the spin of
negative frequency. In the opposite case of interacting in-
terface and non-interacting leads the results are markedly
different (right panel in Fig. 4). The optimal transport
direction is inverted and higher currents flow from the
negative-frequency spin to the positive one. We empha-
size that the above results are only captured by the Born
approach, which accounts for the dependency of the sys-
tem dynamics on the spectral properties. In contrast,
the local Lindblad equation only considers a single decay
rate (i.e. decay channel) for the system and therefore
fails for structured baths, particularly when the system
frequencies are spread, i.e. when JS ≈ J (see appendix).
VII. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have analyzed in detail weak-coupling
approximations for transport scenarios which are far from
equilibrium showing how the Born approach goes well be-
yond linear-response and is in good agreement with exact
MPS results. Considering a setting with a small sys-
tem between two XXZ leads we have shown the presence
of nonreciprocal transport. We have presented a mech-
anism for optimal rectification associated to the asym-
metric spectral structure of system+bath induced by the
system spacial imbalance. Our results indicate that phe-
nomenological Lindblad approaches may fail since they
do not take into account the spectral structure. Lastly,
the mapping of the bath to a non-interacting model sug-
gest that rectification may emerge for structured baths
even in complete absence of interactions.
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VIII. APPENDIX: ABSORBING-BOUNDARIES
MPS SIMULATIONS
Simulating absorbing boundary conditions in classical
physics is a relatively simple task typically accomplished
by setting derivatives to zero at the boundary. In quan-
tum mechanics this is still an open problem, in general,
with some remarkable strategies for infinite-boundary-
MPS simulations75. This strategy uses an infinite-MPS
algorithm to compute the ground state, such as that pre-
sented in Ref.74. The authors of Ref.75 then create a lo-
calized perturbation in the centre of the i-MPS and evolve
the state using a finite-MPS time evolution algorithm.
The only difference in the time evolution is how the sites
at the boundary are treated. These need to be evolved
by an effective Hamiltonian that takes into account the
half infinite boundaries. In75 the scheme is applied to the
spin-1 Heisenberg model in the anti-ferromagnetic phase
and they show that the perturbation is absorbed by the
boundary, allowing them to evolve a smaller system for
longer without worrying about boundary effects. How-
ever, this strategy fails for the setting considered here.
In Fig. 5 (left) we apply this algorithm to the same sys-
tem as the authors of Ref.75, i.e. the spin-1 Heisenberg
model. The only difference is that we evolve the system
with TDVP instead of TEBD. We show that while the
perturbation is initially absorbed by the boundary, after
evolving to longer times we do still see a reflected compo-
nent. This delay in the reflection is not enough to allow us
to evolve an open-system model for a significantly longer
time.
The situation gets worse when we apply this scheme to
our open-system model, i.e two-sites coupled to two large
leads where the leads are initially in a product state and
6FIG. 5. Infinite boundary MPS (IBMPS) results. Spin projec-
tion along z-axis for the antiferromagnetic spin-1 Heisenberg
model of 100 spins (left) after applying a spin creation oper-
ator at site 51, (σ†51). Spin current at each bond in one of the
leads for our open-system model (right). Reflection from the
boundaries are delayed but not suppressed.
the Hamiltonian is the spin-1/2 XXZ model. In Fig. 5
(right) we see that at the boundary of one of the leads,
there is almost no delay in the reflection of the current,
meaning that there is no advantage over simply using a
finite-MPS algorithm. The analysis indicates that the
success of the strategy of Ref.75 is highly dependent on
the system and specific application. And while it indeed
has great potential in some circumstances, as shown by
their calculation of the lowest excitation branch of the
spin-1 Heisenberg model75, it is not applicable in the
context presented here. This analysis justifies the need
to develop a different approach to absorbing boundary
conditions.













with H = HS+HB+V and dQr = 〈J†r+Jr〉dt+dWr with
dWr being Wiener process
77. These dissipative processes
are an auxiliary tool to absorb excitation in the bath
and prevent their reflection at the boundary. The Jr
operators have to be chosen for the specific problem and
there is no general recipe for constructing them. On the
left lead, which is prepared in an all up state, we set Jr =√
ζ(r)σ†r and in the opposite side we set Jr =
√
ζ(r)σr
with ζ(r) = e−γBr with r being the distance from the
boundary and γB the effective range of these dissipative
processes.
As can be seen in the right panel of Fig. (5) the sud-
den contact between the system and the lead generates
two light-cones. One which is weaker and travels as fast
as the bath quasi-particles and one which is stronger but
much slower. The strategy we have presented here ab-
sorbs the first light-cone. The second light-cone cannot
be absorbed faithfully. Therefore, the absorbing bound-
aries do extend the time span of the MPS simulations
(here we observe a factor of at least 4) but do not offer
a rout to capture the steady state.
IX. APPENDIX: STEADY STATE MASTER
EQUATIONS
Assuming that the bath correlations do decay, no mat-
ter how slow, and that consequently the system reaches
a steady state, we have the long time limit of the Born-
master-equation


































real part is an effective relaxation rate and imaginary
part a system frequency ω59. We have assumed the eigen
decomposition HS =
∑















(−i)α [Bs + (−1)αB†s] with α = 0, 1. The master
equation (15) is commonly referred to as the global
approach since it contains the K operators which can be
delocalized in space, however it is not of Lindblad form
since we have not discarded terms that couple different
frequencies ω 6= ω′. Alternatively, phenomenological
assumptions of the form 〈B˜†i (t)B˜i(t′)〉 ≈ Γ(i)h δ(t− t′) and
〈B˜i(t)B˜†i (t′)〉 ≈ Γ(i)p δ(t − t′) lead to the zero frequency
local approach



































dτ〈B˜s(τ)B˜†s(0)〉. Note that Γ(s)h and Γ(s)p can
be expressed in terms of the zero frequency Γ
(s)
α,α′(ω =
0). Hence, the phenomenological Lindblad approach de-
scribed in (17) is only accurate when the system fre-
quencies are not spread in comparison to the bath spec-
tral function, in such a way that the decay rates cor-
responding to each system decay channel Γ
(s)
α,α′(ω) in
7Eq. (15) can be well approximated by a single one
Γ
(s)
α,α′(ω) ≈ Γ(s)α,α′(ω = 0). Taking into account the mul-
tiple decay channels of the system appears to be crucial
not only to describe transport properties, as described
here, but also to describe thermalization60–63.
X. APPENDIX: TIME CORRELATIONS
Let us start by determining the bath correlations be-
ginning with cases that can be quickly solved analytically,
that is, the non-interacting XX model with Jz = 0
51. To
describe the bulk physics we may assume periodic bound-
ary conditions and perform the Jordan-Wigner trans-





x′cx′ cx, shift the momentum
of the fermions by pi as cx → (−1)xcx and perform a











kqk with ωk = −4J cos(2pik/N) the usual
tight-biding or free particles on a 1D lattice dispersion re-
lation. The correlations are then given by






























equilibrium state ρE ∝ e−β(H−µ
∑
x Zx/2). At zero tem-
perature the mode occupation tends to the Heaviside step
function n(β → ∞, ω, µ) = Θ [−(ω − µ)], thus we omit
β in the following. In this limit, we can easily determine
the correlations and their asymptotic (t  1) forms col-
lecting only the leading (slowest) power law.
For large µ we have




such that Jn is the n-th order Bessel function.
Reincorporating interactions into the model we opt to
treat the large µ and arbitrary Jz regime via a first or-
der Holstein-Primakoff transformation64 Zx = 2[1−a†xax]
and σx = −
√
2a†x. Under this approximation, the Hamil-








with a clear interpretation of Jz as a local potential or
detuning with the edge sites receiving only half of the
detuning of the bulk sites since they have only one neigh-
bour. Applying the free particle techniques outlined pre-
viously we find

















FIG. 6. MPS results for correlations with a chain of 200
spins in agreement with the analytical results. Darker colors
correspond to lower Jz while brighter colors correspond to
higher Jz. The modulus of the correlation in log-log scale for
(Upper left) µ  1. The red dashed line is the asymptotic
expression in (19), respectively. The Bessel functio result is
indistinguishable from the MPS results. (Upper right) The
fitted power law exponent and (lower right) the corresponding
phase frequency assuming GXXZ ∼ eiφtt−α. Thus we have
confirmation that α = 1/2 and φ = 4Jz.
The system equilibrium correlations can also be ob-
tained by similar techniques. We have systematically
checked that our conclusions are not dependent on the
initial state of the system. Therefore, for simplicity we
choose to work with an initially down polarized | ↓↓〉.
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